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These reports provide information on fatalities, reportable train
accidents and accident precursors for the period in question.
Graphic representations of trends are also included. We use the
latest information available when producing safety updates,
based on data available at the time of running the report.
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Rail remains one of the safest forms of transport, and the industry has a track record to be proud of.
However, it is essential that we constantly review and monitor resources to ensure that we provide
members with all the latest information they need around safety issues. Our safety reports help you
stay on top of what you need to know.

The Annual Health and Safety Report combines the latest
information on health and safety performance, operational
learning and risk reduction initiatives from the year. It takes
into account reports to the Confidential Incident Reporting &
Analysis Service (CIRAS). It also gives an overview of progress
in implementing the strategy in Leading Health and Safety on
Britain’s Railway (LHSBR). We identify where things have gone
well and some areas of concern.

Signals Passed at Danger and Train Protection and Warning System
A monthly report summarising Signals Passed At Danger (SPAD) performance and Train Protection
and Warning System (TPWS).

Precursor Indicator Model
The Precursor Indicator Model (PIM) measures the underlying risk from train accidents.
This is updated periodically.

LHSBR quarterly progress
The LHSBR quarterly progress reports provide an update on
what the industry is doing to meet the strategy’s aims and
objectives and includes safety performance data. These reports
are published in September, December and March of every
financial year, the final update in June is replaced by the
Annual Health and Safety Report.

To get up to speed with safety, visit rssb.co.uk/safety-performance-reports

